Web Resources Integration Analyst

The Office of Institutional Research & Assessment at The University of Alabama is seeking a Web Resources Integration Analyst. This position works in a collaborative setting to develop and maintain web applications and services for the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment. Duties will include: helping to build, maintain, and support web-based applications and websites using primarily open source frameworks; managing large and small scale projects for internal and external audiences; documentation of code and practices, or instructional content for users; and the research and evaluation of new technologies or approaches.

Job Qualifications:

This job requires a Bachelor's degree or higher and a minimum of 2 years related analytical, research or web services experience. Desired candidate should demonstrate analytical and organizational skills, excellent oral and written communication skills, the ability to work independently and collaboratively in a group setting, and solid experience in web programming and web services using a variety of open-source technologies in a Linux or Unix environment. Relevant experience and desirable skills would include: structuring and maintaining content and data-heavy websites using a CMS or other form of content repository; a strong grasp of current standards for responsive and accessible content and UI; experience with comprehensive javascript frameworks; familiarity with common web services or exchanging data with third-party APIs; an understanding of layout or visual design for the web.

Salary Range:

Pay range for this position is Minimum - $40,206 and Midpoint - $58,302. UA offers an excellent benefits package which can be seen at http://hr.ua.edu/benefits.

Application Procedures:

Visit The University of Alabama's staff employment website at http://jobs.ua.edu/ for more information and to apply. Applicants should submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae and contact information for three professional references. Please note that applicants who do not apply online through UA's employment website will not be considered.

Application Closing Date: 02/29/2020.

*The University of Alabama is an equal-opportunity employer (EOE), including an EOE of protected vets and individuals with disabilities.*